Abstract. JavaScript has long outpaced its original target applications, being used not only for coding complex web clients, but also web servers, game development and even desktop applications. The most appealing advantage of moving applications to JavaScript is its capability to run the same code in a large number of different devices. It is not surprising that many compilers target JavaScript as an intermediate language.
Introduction
JavaScript started as a simple non-professional scripting language in 1995 to support small-scale client-side logic in the earliest versions of the Netscape Navigator web browser. By now the language has become so pervasive that it invaded even non-web domains previously reserved for classic programming languages. With the availability of high performing virtual machines like Node.js [28] and efficient Just-in-Time (JIT) compilation technology, not only are complex web applications moving its logic to client-side JavaScript, but server applications are also being coded in JavaScript as much of the server-side programming logic fits nicely with JavaScript closures. Overall, JavaScript's popularity made the language common for coding web clients, web servers, game development and even desktop applications [1] .
The most appealing advantage of moving applications to JavaScript is its capability to run the same code in a large number of different devices. This was a major factor for the design of TouchDevelop [29] , a modern, device independent browser-based programming language and development environment. TouchDevelop offers a platform for users to create scripts in its own custom language, designed for simplicity of programming on touch devices. As far as we are aware, TouchDevelop is currently the most advanced environment for programming on the phone. While the original purpose was to create simple scripts selecting coding structures with your finger, it turned out to be so easy to program that it began being adopted as a teaching environment in schools, by hobbyist programmers, and even by professional developers using their phone to program while on the go.
TouchDevelop scripts inherit the characteristics of their platform and run on the browser as JavaScript code, so there is a compiler that translates the TouchDevelop language to JavaScript. JavaScript is a hot target for compilers, as seen by the increasing number of projects that compile code to it, such as the Google Web Toolkit [2] by Google, TypeScript [7] by Microsoft, Dart [5] by Google or the Emscripten [30] used in the LLVM [10] community.
However, the ability to run on many different environments also brings new challenges when it comes to ensure good performance of the scripts. Since clients have different browsers to choose from and each browser implements its own JavaScript engine (e.g. SpiderMonkey [3] , V8 [9] , JavaScriptCore (aka. Nitro) [8] or Chakra [6] ), optimizing the JavaScript code becomes a guessing game because each engine has its own optimizations and limitations.
Moreover, writing optimizations and analyses passes for a compiler that emits JavaScript is further complicated because of the time spent in optimizing code, which affects user experience when the compilation is not offline, as in TouchDevelop. The compiler can spend a significant amount of time to apply an optimization that is worthless for a particular JIT engine or even make the script slower. There is a number of possible causes: the underlying JIT engine may already apply this kind of optimization; changing the code in a particular way may preclude further JIT optimizations by the browser; or perhaps this particular issue was never the true performance bottleneck of this system. Overall, it is expensive to handle all particularities of each platform.
To overcome these problems, we developed a crowdsourced approach to drive our JavaScript compiler optimizations. We use a benchmark set of TouchDevelop scripts to exercise common performance bottlenecks and compile these scripts with different optimizations in different clients, storing the results of each client in the cloud. This enables us to characterize how each system responds to our optimizations and this information gets uploaded to the cloud. When another user that uses the same platform compiles the TouchDevelop script to JavaScript, the system queries the cloud to know the best set of flags, or optimizations to apply, that best suits her system.
In this paper we describe this system in detail and report on our experience with our crowdsourced flag inference to circumvent JIT engines limitations. We also present a set of optimizations that addresses common language implementation issues when compiling to JavaScript that is able to speed applications up by 30x.
The main contributions of this work are as follows: -We identify how JavaScript performance can vary from browser to browser and present three optimizations that handle the limitations of each JavaScript engine regarding common language implementation issues;
-We describe an approach to performance data crowdsourcing of web client software;
-We present a compiler flag suggestion system for a compiler that targets the JavaScript language;
-We implement and test these concepts in a real web-based programming environment used by tens of thousands of users, TouchDevelop, and present data from more than a thousand users that collaborated with the project. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our benchmark selection, Section 3 discusses how performance data is reported to the cloud, Section 4 presents the overall structure of the TouchDevelop compiler, Section 5 presents the experimental results, Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 presents the conclusions.
Selection of Benchmarks
The selection of benchmarks shapes the development of compiler optimizations and the performance bottlenecks identification. At the same time that it is at the crux of the performance study of any computer system [27] , it is also impossible to build a set of programs that exercises the execution paths of all possible programs that can be written in a general purpose programming language.
To commit to a specific set of benchmarks is an important step, and therefore we chose the benchmarks from the Computer Languages Benchmarks Game (CLBG) [4] because of the benefit of comparing the TouchDevelop language performance with several other languages that had the same programs implemented using them. Table 1 presents the 8 chosen benchmark programs from the Computer Language Benchmarks Game.
Our benchmark selection includes all of the CLBG programs, except for those that use thread support, since TouchDevelop does not support multi-threading nor does the underlying language that TouchDevelop compiles to, JavaScript.
The CLBG website also publishes results and implementations of the same programs in optimized JavaScript. This enables us to compare the performance of the code generated by the TouchDevelop compiler against a manually written version of the same program in JavaScript. A primary issue in the live performance measurement of web client software, which is the measurement of the users experience while they are using the platform, is how to cope with the diversity of platforms where the measurements are taking place. Specifically, how to compare and keep track of the performance of the web client software if the computers that run it are constantly changing? For example, a naïve comparison can mistakenly report code performance improvements between two measurements simply because the latest measurement took place in a client device that is more powerful than the device where previous measurements were taken. To tackle this issue, we first start by aggregating data by each different platform string taken from the User Agent string in HTTP requests. We tallied over 30 different client platforms that were using the TouchDevelop web client. This allows us to examine separately the behavior on each different kind of platform. Table 2 shows the number of synchronization requests to update the web client with respect to the cloud data, a measurement of the activity by platform. Along with the data required to identify the platform, we also send to the server the wall time that this device took to run our benchmarks in JavaScript. For example, the first line shows the platform with the highest activity measured, a version of the Windows Phone 8 with the Internet Explorer 10 browser with 11,756 requests, whose average time to complete the execution of the JavaScript benchmark is 688.86 ms and the standard deviation is 266.84 ms. This data was extracted from a batch of 50,000 requests.
Categorizing the performance data with respect to the platform string is useful, but not enough. Table 2 shows that in a given platform, there is a very high standard deviation between all the measurements of the run time to complete the same task. While identifying devices by the User Agent string gives some characteristics of the client system, we are not able to fully identify underlying hardware configuration, which plays a crucial role in the final system speed and cause significant differences in the reported run time to complete the same task.
To allow us to study the performance improvement of web clients regardless of the client speed, we adopted the run time of the JavaScript version of the programs featured in our subset of the Computer Language Benchmarks Game run on a particular small input, as a reference time for this platform, the unit time. It is an indication of the processing power of the platform, measured by the time it took to complete (the lower, the better).
Time measurements reported to the cloud comes with the unit time as well, along with the raw time required to complete a task. The raw time is divided by the reference time, and finally this ratio is reported as an approximated task performance score. For example, a desktop with Mozilla Firefox 23 typically executes the unit benchmark in 210 ms, while a slower smartphone with Internet Explorer 10 in 1200 ms and an intermediary tablet device with Chrome in 600 ms. Suppose we want to test the execution speed of a script S. The script execution time is very different across these devices, but the run time of S divided by the unit time will be closer even among different devices, since the slowdown caused by the different device speed is factored out.
Clients collecting performance
A special case is that of measuring our optimizations effects on the benchmark programs, as reported in this paper. The benchmark measurements are normalized against the JavaScript version of each corresponding individual benchmark in JavaScript running the exact same input, rather than the time taken to run the unit benchmark. 1. Desktops: With an average of 70ms to complete the JavaScript benchmark, these represent the fastest edge in the devices spectrum. 2. Tablets and Faster Phones: They have an average of 570ms to complete the benchmark and represent the latest generation smartphones and tablets. 3. Low-end Phones: They have a wider variation and greater diversity in models, but typically completes the benchmark in approximately 1 second, 10 times slower than desktops. Their worse performance is due to a combination of simpler hardware and JIT engines.
Distribution of Client Performance Scores

TouchDevelop compiler overview
The TouchDevelop compiler is the component that translates scripts written in the TouchDevelop language to pure JavaScript running on the following browsers: Internet Explorer 10+, Chrome 22+ for PCs, Macs and Linux, Firefox 16+ for PCs, Macs and Linux, Safari 6+ for Macs, Mobile Safari on iOS 6+ for iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch and Chrome 18+ for Android. Figure 3 shows a diagram with an overview of how scripts are executed. The complete software stack involves two layers of translators, the first translating TouchDevelop scripts to JavaScript, and the second translating JavaScript to machine code. We use a black-box approach to the second layer and we do not focus on investigating its internals, but we wish to infer its capabilities by analyzing performance results. This section discusses only the first layer.
The script on the left-hand side of Figure 3 is the input script written by the user. Since the script code can call asynchronous functions (e.g. consume a web service), the Execution Manager, the component responsible for ensuring correct script execution, must remember the context of the call in order to resume script execution when the request response arrives. However, there is no support for direct jump to a specific point of the code in JavaScript. To overcome this issue, the Execution Manager splits the script code into several separate native JavaScript functions and executes them in a continuation-passing style [11] . In the script, every point that is a target of a jump starts a new JavaScript function. Besides asynchronous calls, this is also true for loop structures because the Execution Manager must also ensure that the browser user interface (UI) update stack runs periodically, which does not happen if a loop structure runs for too much time without returning to the Execution Manager. In this case, the UI may look frozen or, in an even worse scenario, the browser may terminate the script (after possibly asking the user), which is undesirable, particularly for games. The Execution Manager avoids this situation by deciding the next program segment to run; if a time budget is exceeded, it yields control back to the browser by means of a call to a setTimeout function to resume script execution later.
Owing to the lack of a jump construct in JavaScript, the continuation-passing style execution is a common language implementation technique and we targeted two optimizations at improving this kind of execution. The next subsections present all three code transformations we employed to optimize the execution of the scripts compiled to JavaScript code.
Safety Checks Elimination
Prior to every use of a value in the TouchDevelop language or in any other language where sanity checks must be performed, the value must be checked for undefined references (see Figure 4 ). In the case of TouchDevelop, where firsttime programmers are the language target audience, the detection of uses of the undefined value makes it easier to understand and spot bugs. The removal of these safety checks can propagate the error inside a runtime function and cause crashes outside the scope of the TouchDevelop script, that is, errors in the JavaScript run time library that intimidates novice programmers unaware of the underlying infrastructure. Figure 4 shows a separate function to check for undefined references. We put the code in a separate function to help us distinguish this code in our profiler; inlining the calls to this function has no difference in performance. Figure 5 shows the results of profiling, on an Internet Explorer 10 desktop platform, of the execution of the Mandelbrot program from the CLBG implemented as a TouchDevelop script. Mandelbrot spends most of its time in a loop body calculating values of the pixels of a fractal image. Function arun6 is this loop body and, therefore, corresponds to time spent executing the actual algorithm.
All other functions are execution overhead. The ExecutionManager entry is the time spent inside the Execution Manager while it is giving back control to the browser or to the next script fragment scheduled. The ok1 and ok2 functions are safety checks for 1 and 2 arguments operations respectively. Therefore, 72% 
This motivated the construction of analyses passes to remove unnecessary, redundant checks for which we can either prove that the tested value is never undefined or that has already been checked in the past and was not changed since then.
Stack Frame Bypass
Recall that if the script calls an asynchronous function, the Execution Manager needs to remember the point where the script stopped in order to resume the execution when the response comes, and how this can be addressed by the continuation-passing style of execution. It also needs to remember all of the caller action local variables. This context-saving performed by the Execution Manager requires the maintenance of a data structure to hold the call stack with stored local variables for the current action.
To allow this, each time the script needs to call an action, the TouchDevelop analogue for a function, the Execution Manager first needs to build an object to hold all locals of this action and then call the first function fragment to start its execution. Furthermore, the explicit stack frame causes an additional overhead: each local read and write translates to JavaScript object accesses instead of a JavaScript local variable access.
However, if the action does not call other actions and does not have loop structures, there is no point in building expensive, explicit stack frames because there is no need to resume execution of the action: it executes once and exits back to the caller. It is possible to build a call graph and remove the stack frame from leaf functions with these properties. When this is done, the script can bypass the Execution Manager and call the leaf function directly, as it would call a JavaScript helper function, since the execution manager does not need to instantiate a special stack anymore. Figure 6 shows the call graph construction where we can see that Action F is a simple leaf function that can be emitted as a native JavaScript function. An important observation is that if an action only calls other actions that don't need context and it does not have loop structures or calls to asynchronous functions, it also does not need a context itself. To implement this, we employ a bottom-up analysis of the call graph, which enables us to remove the stack frame at multiple levels, not only leaf functions. 
Block Chaining
The Execution Manager is an expensive mechanism in script execution because after a script fragment finishes, it hands over control back to the Execution Manager along with an indication of the next fragment to execute, which means the regular program flow always involves visiting the Execution Manager several times. This is especially true for loop constructs because they involve going back to some previous point in the script and this is accomplished by isolating the loop body into a separate JavaScript function that will be called every iteration.
At the end of each loop iteration, it must return back to the Execution Manager that in turn calls the fragment again to execute the next iteration. It is not possible to bypass the Execution Manager by emitting a native for or while construct in JavaScript because if the loop body makes an asynchronous call, it is no longer possible to resume execution to the next program point. Furthermore, giving control to the script for too much time, for instance, over many iterations of a loop, can delay the browser UI update thread and make the app looks unresponsive.
For a loop-intensive benchmark like the Pfannkuchen program, which repeatedly calculates permutations using a complex loop structure, this mechanism generates a considerable overhead. Figure 7 shows the profiling of this program running on Chrome 29 for desktops, and we see that the Execution Manager actually spends more time than the application itself. Manager. To avoid that a really long loop takes control of the thread making the app unresponsive, we add a trip count to mark how many iterations skipped the Execution Manager and once a threshold is met, it finally returns to the Execution Manager. Notice that this parameter affects the call nesting level and should be tuned by platform, since some systems, most notoriously the Mobile Safari browser, implement a very shallow call stack. Even taking care of the trip count, this technique can reduce responsiveness of the application unnecessarily. It is important to have the crowdsourced performance measurements to know where it is profitable to apply this optimization. The next section dives into the crowdsourced performance results and discuss the effectiveness of all these optimizations.
Results
We show the crowdsourced compiler flag recommendation system in practice with an experiment to test the performance of the three optimizations implemented for JavaScript code emission. Users of TouchDevelop were prompted to help with benchmark measurements and, once accepted, a single benchmark with random flags ran on their platform and the results were uploaded back to the cloud. We collected more than 1,000 measurements, allowing us to draw clear conclusions for 8 different platforms. The results appear in Figure 9 . The second line shows that the Windows 8 with Chrome platform has, on average, 10% performance improvements after Safety Checks Elimination, 20% after Stack Frame Bypass, 10% with Block Chaining and therefore no special flags are recommended for this platform. In order to show that an optimization is really important, the crowdsourced data must show that the average improvements for a given platform surpass 30%. We see this scenario for a Tablet with Windows 8 and IE 11: programs run 4.5 times faster after removing safety checks, 5 times faster after bypassing the stack frame whenever possible and 6 times faster with block chaining. However, we see a 20% performance decrease for Windows 7 with Firefox, showing that changing the code can actually be worse for some platforms and, therefore, the importance of crowdsourcing the performance of optimizations, checking whether we have real improvements.
Platform
In order to understand why the crowdsourced data lead to these conclusions, the next subsections describes in detail experiments on a single desktop platform, showing what happens with each browser after each of our optimizations are turned on. Finally, we show how the improvements on a Microsoft Surface RT Tablet platform look like. Figure 10 presents the performance figures for our benchmark implemented in TouchDevelop compared against optimized hand-crafted JavaScript code, for different JIT engines. For example, the program Binary Trees in TouchDevelop runs 46.3 times slower than the same algorithm implemented in JavaScript on Chrome 27. Slowdowns of this magnitude are expected because of the runtime mechanism for TouchDevelop scripts, which is continuously interrupting script execution to yield control back to the browser when it is necessary. However, higher slowdowns are a consequence of a performance bottleneck. The JavaScript optimized performance is only used as a reference and as an upper bound for performance. We focus on the difference of performance between the different JIT engines. Perhaps the most notorious performance result is that of Mandelbrot, a small program that fits almost completely in Figure 11 . Its purpose is to calculate a fractal image, and for each pixel of the image it uses a formula to determine whether the pixel is black or white. Its performance running on a desktop with Chrome 27 is 36.8 times slower than the JavaScript version running in the same environment, while on Internet Explorer 10 the slowdown is 339.1 times and on Firefox 21 it is 180 times.
No optimizations
The cause of such large performance differences amongst different JIT engines is a consequence of the different compilation schemes employed by each one, and we need to be aware of these idiosyncrasies and handle them when optimizing for performance. The fact that Internet Explorer 10 runs this script with a slowdown of 339.1 means that either the JavaScript baseline version is too fast or the TouchDevelop version is too slow, when compared to other browsers. In both cases, it is clear that out compiler fails to extract the performance that this browser can deliver for this code fragment as good as we do it for Chrome. Nevertheless, the JavaScript execution time differences of Mandelbrot for both Chrome and Internet Explorer are negligible, showing that the problem is really a bad interaction of our generated JavaScript code and Internet Explorer 10.
The programs Spectral Norm, for calculating eigen values, N Body, for performing physics simulation and Pfannkuchen, for calculating the maximum number of permutations in a math riddle, all suffer similar performance differences between JIT engines. Figure 12 presents the results of the safety checks elimination, an optimization we wrote for the TouchDevelop compiler, and its effects on different JIT engines. The graph now shows the speedup of the optimized script code versus the unoptimized version. We see that one of the pathological cases, Mandelbrot, got its performance substantially improved (10.73 times faster) in Internet Explorer 10, bringing its slowdown, when compared to the native JavaScript version, to 31.6 times for Internet Explorer. Chrome 27 executes the same program with 29.7 times of slowdown, while without optimizations it executed with 36.8 times of slowdown.
Safety Checks Elimination
The elimination of safety checks has almost no effect on Chrome, but it is really important for Internet Explorer, showing that the knowledge of the underlying platform that is running our script is crucial to drive which optimizations our compiler should apply. Figure 13 presents the effect of bypassing the creation of a separate stack frame for actions in which it is not necessary to have one. The graph shows the cumulative effect of applying both the elimination of safety checks and stack frame bypass. The greatest speedup remains that of Mandelbrot thanks to the elimination of safety checks. The stack frame bypass affects only Spectral Norm, which is a program whose inner loop depends on calling a helper action and therefore exercises this kind of bottleneck. However, the platforms see uneven improvements. Firefox 21 benefits the most out of this optimization, with an speedup of 9.11 times, while Internet Explorer 10 had 2.83 times, the lowest improvement, and Chrome 27 had 3.92 times. For Firefox 21, Spectral Norm started with a slowdown of 197.6 times and, after this optimization, finished with a slowdown of 21.7 times, one of the lowest slowdowns for TouchDevelop scripts execution. Figure 14 shows the final improvements of all optimizations, including block chaining, when compared with the baseline without optimizations for a desktop computer. The block chaining boosts Mandelbrot speedup in Internet Explorer 10 to be 21.19 times faster, making its original slowdown, when compared to pure JavaScript, to be of 16 times, as opposed to 339.1 times without optimizations.
Stack Frame Bypass
Block Chaining
The speedup of Mandelbrot for Firefox 21 boosts from 1.36 times to 8.78 times faster, showing that, for Firefox, the block chaining mechanism is much more important than the elimination of safety checks. The block chaining in Firefox is also responsible for making Spectral Norm 14.64 times faster, doubling the gain obtained by stack frame bypass.
Surface RT with IE 11
So far, we have presented the effects of three code optimizations when generating JavaScript code for desktop browsers. However, the main audience for the TouchDevelop project are mobile users, since it is a touch-friendly integrated development environment. The combination of the software JIT methods with the underlying simpler hardware platform creates yet another effects on the results. The final effect of applying all three optimizations described in this paper when running on a Microsoft Surface RT tablet with Internet Explorer 11 appears in Figure 15 . In general, we observe that these optimizations are more important for the Surface RT platform: the geometric mean of the measured speedups among all programs is 2.77x, while for a desktop machine it is 2.64x. The largest improvement is still Mandelbrot, but it is now 34.49 times faster, while on a desktop the maximum speedup seen in Mandelbrot is 21.19x . The simpler low-power ARMbased hardware platform is more sensitive to code improvements in comparison with a power-hungry Intel out-of-order core, which can extract instruction-level parallelism and can compensate for a lower quality code emission by the JIT engine.
Related work
In this work we study how we can infer optimization flags based on crowdsourced performance data for a compiler that produces JavaScript code. Since JavaScript performance is largely dependent on the JIT compilation techniques employed by the JavaScript interpreter, it is important to know which browser will run this code. However, we assume no knowledge about the underlying JIT compilation mechanism -instead, we expect to draw all necessary conclusions from our collected data. On the other hand, there are several other studies that focus on tuning the underlying JavaScript JIT compilation mechanism to improve performance [12, 21, 22, 23, 24] or on selecting the best JavaScript framework to program with [17] . For instance, Lee and Moon [22] study, for mobile web browsers, how the JIT engine can be turned on or off in order to avoid waiting for the compilation of a code that may be not frequently executed enough to pay off the compilation time. Furthermore, mobile web browsers are such an important cellphone use case that they deserve a specific study on how to render pages with the minimum use of battery: Zhu and Vijay [31] analyze how to leverage heterogeneous multiprocessor systems to render mobile web pages fast enough to the user while maximizing power efficiency. Notice that although our data collection mechanism cannot receive power information from our users, for homogeneous systems, our recommendation system also improves power efficiency when it reduces total script execution time.
Another important related field of study is in determining the best set of optimizations to apply on a given compilation unit for traditional, static compilers that does not rely on cloud support [13, 14, 16, 19, 20, 25, 26] . These works differ from ours because they are targeted at traditional compilers rather than a web-based compiler, and they focus on producing efficient assembly code rather than JavaScript that runs on top of a JavaScript interpreter. Since, in this scope, this problem involves deciding between tens of optimizations and the ordering between then, it is a difficult problem even for a single well-known platform. While compiler users traditionally have been using a fixed set of optimizations to all programs, Cavazos et al. [13] were able to reduce the Jikes virtual machine execution time on the SPECjvm98 benchmark by 29% on average by employing machine learning techniques to train the Jikes system to recognize methods and decide which subset of optimizations to apply and its order. Pan et al. [25] , Haneda et al. [19] and Pekhimenko et al. [26] also investigate methods to automatically find a good subset of optimizations to apply to a given program.
Perkhimenko et al. apply a similar technique of Cavazos to a commercial static compiler, reporting a compilation run time speed up by a factor of at least 2. To do this, a feature vector -characteristics that describe a method -is computed from a program at compile time (statically) for the commercial compiler Toronto Portable Optimizer (TPO). They extract instruction types and loopbased parameters to describe methods. Our approach, on the other hand, does not suggest flags per program, but it does per platform because we are primarily concerned with dealing with a large number of client platforms, which must be addressed before each program is fine-grainedly tuned. In our technique, we determine the overall optimization efficiency based on the performance reports of a benchmark set. If the benchmarks show improvements in total run time for a given platform, the selected flags are suggested to be used for all programs of this platform. Notice that the benchmark was selected to exercise the language performance bottlenecks.
Perhaps the work with a greater similarity to ours is the GCC MILEPOST project [16] , an adaptive compiler framework that was created for research purposes. To our knowledge, the MILEPOST project is the first attempt to use tuning technology using a crowdsourced database to create real-world self-tuning machine learning enabled static compilers. However, their work is targeted at lower level compilation rather than JavaScript code emission, and their challenges are quite different since they do not have to run code on top of an existing JIT infrastructure. Our work, on the other hand, is targeted at learning how to generate efficient code for different browsers and JIT engines using crowdsourced data for a modern, device independent browser-based programming language and development environment. MILEPOST relies on machine learning techniques to train the traditional open-source compiler GCC [15] in how to best optimize programs. Fursin et al. [16] were able to learn a model that improved the performance of the MiBench [18] benchmark by 11%.
Conclusion
We present a system that collects web clients performance data to build a crowdsourced compiler flag suggestion system in the cloud, helping the compiler perform the appropriate optimizations for a given platform. We also show a set of optimizations that address common language implementation issues when targeting JavaScript. Extracting performance and generating quality code for JavaScript is quite challenging, since each JavaScript engine behaves in a different way.
We implement and test these concepts in a real web-based programming environment used by tens of thousands of users, TouchDevelop, allowing us to better explore the crowdsourcing and cloud dimensions of this project. We enhance the TouchDevelop compiler, which translates TouchDevelop scripts to JavaScript, with three new optimizations.
We then present data from more than a thousand users that collaborated with the project, showing a scenario where optimizations, on average, extract 5x speedups in a tablet with Windows 8 and Internet Explorer 11 but reduces performance by 20% in a desktop with Windows 7 and Firefox. This is a consequence of running code on top of complex Just-in-Time compilation engines, which already apply its own optimizations and can make undisclosed code transformations. The crowdsourcing approach allows us to detect such scenarios and disable unfruitful optimizations in a per-platform basis by simply asking the cloud the best set of flags for a given client.
In this work we assume no knowledge about the underlying JavaScript engine. We rely on the crowdsourced performance data in order to overcome the difficulties of increasing the performance of JavaScript and come up with an adaptive compiler that applies a custom set of optimizations for each web client. This automatic compiler flag suggestion system is able to cope with a wide variety of more than 30 different client platforms without any manual effort.
As future work, we intend to leverage an existing system of crowdsourced profiling of the scripts to also record the effects of a particular optimization on the average performance of real-world programs in the field.
